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A surprising journey from tech support to professional
marksman in front of the cameras. Chris Cheng won the title
of “Top Shot,” a $100,000 cash prize, and a professional
marksman contract with the show sponsor, Bass Pro Shops.
How did a tech support guy who didn’t shoot a lot of guns
beat out seventeen other competitors—including seasoned
military veterans, law enforcement officers, and pro
marksmen—in History Channel’s Top Shot season 4? An
excellent guide for beginning shooters, Cheng focuses on the
basics and ammunition of pistols, rifles, and shotguns,
marksmanship fundamentals, and buying a firearm. Other
chapters include: Dry Fire Practice Firearm Accessories
Safely Storing Your Firearm Cleaning and Maintaining Your
Guns And much more! Additionally, Cheng covers his
approach to staying calm under pressure, teamwork,
sportsmanship, and leadership. These traits contributed to his
coming out on top and staying above the fray. With a
foreword written by Top Shot season 3 champion Dustin
Ellermann and an afterword written by the original Top Shot
champion Iain Harrison, Shoot to Win is sure to please
shooters of all stripes, but especially fans of History
Channel’s program Top Shot. Skyhorse Publishing is proud
to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms
enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles,
handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense,
archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and
wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big
game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey
hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting,
hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish
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becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects
that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Basic Handgun Theory was written by NRA Instructors for all
Basic Handgun Instructors. It is the perfect book for
classroom learning as well as the novice looking for
independent study. This book assumes the reader has never
been exposed to handguns and leads you step by step. This
is also a wonderful refresher for the experienced shooter
looking to sharpen their skills. There is no other book
published that is full sized, text book formatted and so easy to
read and understand.Three simple chapters contain reviews
at the end of each chapter. To solidify your knowledge, there
is a challenging fifty question final examination at the
end.There are over thirty photographs and illustrations
detailing the use, feeding, care, storage and transportation of
semi-automatic handguns and revolvers. Used in conjunction
with instructor lead live fire, this 74 page book meets the
stringent requirements of many states concealed weapons
permit applications. This is a great gift for the new shooter as
well as the perfect supplement for Instructors who teach the
basics of handguns.
The growing concern over the number of accidental firearm
shootings, especially those involving children, prompted
passage of the initial handgun safety law which went into
effect in 1994. The stated intent of the California Legislature
in enacting the current FSC law is for persons who obtain
firearms to have a basic familiarity with those firearms,
including, but not limited to, the safe handling and storage of
those firearms. The statutory authority for this program is
contained in Penal Code sections 26840 and 31610 through
31700. These statutes mandate DOJ to develop, implement
and maintain the FSC Program. Pursuant to Penal Code
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section 26840, a firearms dealer cannot deliver a firearm
unless the person receiving the firearm presents a valid FSC,
which is obtained by passing a written test on firearm safety.
Prior to taking delivery of a firearm from a licensed firearms
dealer, the purchaser/recipient must also successfully
perform a safe handling demonstration with that firearm..
Handgun enthusiasts, gun-owning do-it-yourself, law
enforcement officials, and gunsmiths here is the ultimate onevolume guide to acquiring and developing all the necessary
skills for making pistol repairs at home, from helpful hints on
work space and setting up a small shop, to the tools needed
and how to use them properly, to welding, hardening, and
gun finishing. All this valuable information, plus much more, is
contained in this easy-to-use reference for handgun
aficionados.
This handbook is a 'primer' for the new target shooter:
introducing the firearms, shooting disciplines and firearm
technology, and drawing on the expertise of Bisley, the home
of British and Commonwealth target shooting.The book is
organized into nine sections and over 60 deliberately short
chapters. First the basics:Part A - Target Shooting Basics –
introduces the different shooting disciplines available. Part B Firearms and Shooting Equipment – covers the different
rifles, handguns, shotguns, black powder and airguns used
by target shooters.Then we look at the major shooting
disciplines which I have grouped into:Part C - Target Rifle
Disciplines – provides a short overview of each of the main
target rifle disciplines, such as Fullbore, Smallbore, High
Power, Benchrest and Air Rifle.Part D - Target Pistol and
Gallery Disciplines – covers target pistol shooting on socalled Gallery ranges.Part E - Historic Arms Disciplines –
introduces shooting with black powder and muzzleloader
firearms.Part F - Military and Practical Disciplines – provides
an introduction to disciplines involving service weapons and
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military-style competitions.Part G - Field Sports Disciplines –
as the name suggests, target disciplines based around field
sports, such as Clay Pigeon and Field Target (Air Rifle).And
finally we cover:Part H - Shooting Techniques – introduces
marksmanship with rifles, handguns, shotguns and
airguns.Part I - Specialist Skills – a group of chapters
introducing skills and knowledge, such as the correct cleaning
of firearms, hand loading ammunition, and the selection and
fitting of sights.We have tried to keep each 'chapter' as short
as possible, and provide references to further information
(especially on the Web). More importantly we provide contact
details for each of the target shooting disciplines. We hope
you enjoy this handbook and it helps you get the most from
target shooting.
Nowhere is the gun control debate more heated than in the
United States. Gun control advocates argue for tighter
restrictions on purchasing and licensing in the hopes of
reducing incidents of shootings. Gun owners fear that their
guns will be taken away, eliminating their ability to protect
their families. Carrying a concealed handgun is legal in every
state, and polls shows that the majority of Americans support
conceal and carry. The viewpoints in this volume attempt to
answer tough questions, such as “Do concealed handguns
deter or increase crime?” and “Do the protections stipulated
in the Second Amendment cover today’s gun owners?”
In the wake of tragic shootings in Newtown and Aurora, the
anti-gun lobby has launched a campaign of lies, distortion,
misrepresentation, and emotional manipulation that is
breathtaking in its vitriol and its denial of basic facts. Their
goal is to take away our Second Amendment rights and then
disarm law-abiding Americans. Emily Miller tells her personal
story of how being a single, female victim of a home invasion
drove her to try to obtain a legally registered gun in
Washington, D.C. The narrative—sometimes shocking, other
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times hilarious in its absurdity—gives the reader a real life
understanding of how gun-control laws only make it more
difficult for honest, law-abiding people to get guns, while
violent crime continues to rise. Using facts and newly
uncovered research, Miller exposes the schemes politicians
on Capitol Hill, in the White House, and around the country
are using to deny people their Second Amendment rights.
She exposes the myths that gun grabbers and liberal media
use to get new laws passed that infringe on our right to keep
and bear arms. The gun rights debate isn’t just about
firearms. It’s about protecting a fundamental right that is
enshrined in the U.S. Constitution. It’s about politicians who
lie, manipulate, and outright break existing laws to get what
they want. It’s about President Obama wanting a bigger
federal government to control you. Not just your guns—you.
The fight for gun rights is the fight for freedom. Emily Miller
says stand up and fight back now because your Second
Amendment will only be the first to go.
The 2018 National Defense Authorization Act required an
evaluation of the Corporation for the Promotion of Rifle
Practice and Firearms Safety and its Civilian Marksmanship
Program. This report summarizes the RAND Arroyo Center
evaluation.

A reprint of the first Boy Scouts handbook from 1911
covers woodcraft, camping, signs and signaling, first aid,
chivalry, and games.
FIREARM FUNDAMENTALS - How to be a Safe and
Confident Shooter A MUST READ for Every New
Shooter! — And a great read for ALL shooters! This well
illustrated compendium introduces a new or non shooter
to the diverse fields of firearms SIX NEW EDITIONS! ~
UPDATED with the latest information! Now separate
editions with specific Concealed Carry Laws for select
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individual States! FLORIDA - TEXAS - UTAH WASHINGTON State - WISCONSIN - U.S. (universal)
Plus 20% more pages and expanded training exercises!
INSTRUCTOR & DEALER rates at:
www.FirearmFundamentals.net FIREARM
FUNDAMENTALS is an easy-to-read guide, from the
basics to advanced. Feel confident, comfortable taking
the next step in protecting you & your family and enjoy
sport shooting or hunting Whether your interests are in
pistols, rifles, shotguns, methods or techniques, this
book is brimming with accurate, valuable and fun
information Even experienced shooters will find this well
researched digest a great read and reference! FIREARM
FUNDAMENTALS answers a mountain of new shooter
questions and delves in detail, the many lesser known
facets of shooting: ~ How to lead a moving target ~ What
shotgun pellets are most effective for which game ~
What are the stopping powers of various cartridges ~
How to sight a laser on a pistol ~ What to look for when
getting a scope ~ Just how powerful is a pellet gun
compared to a .22 rimfire ~ Choosing eyes and ears
Plus, answers to questions like ~ What gauge is a .410
shotgun? ~ How fast, in RPMs, can a bullet spin? ~ What
is the oldest self-contained cartridge? ~ When sighting in
a rifle, there are two zeros? ~ What are the four variables
to a bullet wound? ~ There are viable alternatives to
“Concealed Carry”? ~ What military rifle was derisively
referred to as a “Matty Mattel”? ~ What is the longest
sniper shot? ~ How far does a sniper bullet drop at 1½
miles? ~ The intent of the military “Battlesight Zero” is
not to necessarily hit dead center on the target? ~
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Pepper spray was proven effective repelling Zimbabwe
free ranging elephants? ~ How many bullets were kept in
the old cowboy's six shooter? ~ The current U.S./NATO
9mm pistol round, lost to the .45 ACP, in the U.S.
Government's 1906 pistol testing? ~ How many rounds
does it currently take, to neutralize one enemy
combatant? ~ What are some of the more absurd Media
Misnomers about firearms? These and hundreds more
fascinating facts can be found within these pages! This
book has nearly 400 pages, packed with more than 200
illustrations, is conveniently sectioned into four parts,
including a comprehensive Table of Contents, Expanded
Index and a myriad of Cross-References. Part I An
introduction into the specific information needed to safely
learn how to shoot and often used as part of formal
training Part II Addresses Concealed Carry, the things
you should consider if you plan on carrying a firearm Part
III Delves into greater detail about pistols, rifles,
shotguns, scopes, sights, stopping power, cleaning and
more, answering many of the questions of an emerging
shooter Glossary Over 600 relevant terms and
descriptions. 18 Appendices Nearly 200 web references,
practice exercises and training targets. A great reference
for anyone interested in firearms!
Outlines the requirements for the merit badge in rifle
shooting and describes the techniques needed to fulfill
them.
Concealed Carry and Home Defense Fundamentals is a
comprehensive guide for anyone considering owning or
carrying a firearm for self defense. The book is a
complete guide to understanding conflict avoidance &
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situational awareness; handgun & shotgun basics;
shooting fundamentals; the physiology of violent
encounters; the legal aspects of using deadly force
(including knowing what to do in the aftermath); and a
complete guide on gear, gadgets, and ongoing training.
Master technique, improve accuracy, and achieve
competitive excellence. In Rifle: Steps to Success,
Olympic gold medalist, world record holder, and
respected coach Launi Meili shares the training secrets
used by the top shooters in the sport. Rifle: Steps to
Success covers every aspect of the sport: Equipment
selection and fitting Safe shooting guidelines Proven
techniques for improved accuracy in the prone, standing,
kneeling, and sitting positions Mental and physical
training Shooting drills to increase all-around consistency
Practice, prematch, and competitive routines As part of
the Steps to Success Series—with more than 1.5 million
copies sold—Rifle: Steps to Success will help you hit your
mark every time. ContentsStep 1. Selecting and Fitting
Equipment Step 2. Shooting Safely and Responsibly
Step 3. Getting to Know the Rifle Step 4. Shooting
Positions and Form Step 5. Aiming and Adjusting the
Sights Step 6. Taking the Shot Step 7. Preparing for
Competition Step 8. Competing in Matches Step 9.
Practicing for Optimal Performance Step 10. Training
Mentally and Physically Step 11. Continuing in the Sport
NRA Guide to the Basics of Personal Protection in the
HomeRifleSteps to SuccessHuman Kinetics
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back
to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these
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classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions,
using the original text and artwork.
(COLOR) This book is written for any Woman that is
seeking to learn more about the Gun Game, looking to
make her first firearm purchase, looking for tips on
Personal Protection, or need that extra motivating force
to help her tackle this thing called life. Ladies this book is
written to help you gasp an understanding on how
firearm pertain to cognition, stress, firearm safety, Law,
ammunition, body mechanics, carry options and so much
more! Ladies, I don't care what anyone says - you are a
Woman and there is nothing that you can't do. VODA
LOVES YOU!
Vincent and Axel have fun in the backyard with their
squirt guns.
You arm yourself so you're hard to kill. Know the law so
you're hard to convict. Let's face it, the world isn't always
nice. That's why you take steps to protect yourself and
your family. Whether it be that shotgun in the corner, the
sidearm on your hip, or the pepper spray you gave your
daughter, you meet that fundamental responsibility. But if
you're like most people, your preparations still lack a
critical element. You still need to know how to survive the
critical fight that looms after any defensive encounter: the
legal battle. The Law of Self Defense provides precisely
that critical, missing knowledge. This book includes not
just the laws of all fifty states, but how the courts apply
those laws. It's a plain-talk analysis that makes the law
easy to understand for anyone, not just lawyers.
Bestselling author, Andrew F. Branca, is not only a
lawyer and internationally recognized legal consultant,
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but also a life-long member of the gun community--more
than 20 years as an NRA Life Member and Instructor, an
IDPA Master-class competitor, and a 2nd Amendment
absolutist. Learn how to make fast, effective decisions
and confidently handle life-and-death situations both
tactically and legally. Read This Book And Learn the
Powerful Legal Truth That Can Safe Your Life, Wealth
And Personal Freedom
Dramatic first-hand accounts of the results of handgun
rounds fired into criminals by cops, storeowners, cabbies
and others are the heart and soul of this long-awaited
book. This is the definitive methodology for predicting the
stopping power of handgun loads, the first to take into
account what really happens when a bullet meets a man.
This practical, comprehensive, and thorough Concealed
Carry and Handgun Reference Book will help you take
responsibility and prepare for your own Self Defense and
Personal Protection. Col Ben's book is designed for both
NEW and EXPERIENCED shooters and is a must read
to help you properly use and handle your handgun in
various situations. It is formally endorsed by two
Concealed Carry organizations and supported by others.
The book's 57 Chapters and 245 images, exhibits, and
checklists will help you discover many useful tools,
techniques, tactics, and tips for concealed carry, as well
as the essentials for self defense and proper handgun
skills. Col Ben calls on his 30-years of Air Force service
and years of handgun and concealed carry teaching
experiences to give you some helpful guides and tips.
Selected TOPICS include: A Concealed Carry Checklist
with 12 Key Carry Guidelines 8 Fundamentals of
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Shooting with Tips for Trigger Control, Sight Alignment,
Grip, Stance, etc. Top 21 Concealed Carry Handguns
with detailed comparisons and rankings The 13 Methods
of Carry with comparisons & helpful photos Overcoming
the 7 common carry and new shooter Mistakes Criteria
for selecting your personal Handgun, Holster, and Gun
Belt Legal issues & consideration in the use of Deadly
Force Understanding the Criminal Mindset for Situational
Awareness Stand Your Ground, Brandishing, Warning
Shots, & Disparate Force issues The best technique for
Racking any pistol slide Proper Draw from concealed
carry with steps and tips Dealing with the various
handgun Malfunctions & Stoppages Suggested practice
Drills for accuracy and speed Attacks by dangerous
Dogs; Traveling Safely & Legally on Airlines with Guns &
Ammo, etc. This book has a wealth of useful and
contemporary information for its reasonable price and is
an easy-to-read resource and an excellent Reference
manual for your bookshelf. Every truly responsible gun
owner must read this from cover to cover. You will gain
new hands-on insights that just might help save your
LIFE."
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